
`The Purpose Octagon - Module 1    
  Care Of the Soul 

 
 

Caution: the loss of the way you’ve known yourself up to this moment is the price  
you pay for admission into the journey of your soul. 

 
 
Introduction: 
You are embarking on a journey to the center of your being, where you will find your soul                  
waiting to whisper images of your deepest purpose. Congratulations on taking a brave, giant              
step forward into living a fully self-expressed life. Before we dive into the heart of Module #1,                 
let’s review the four pillars of purpose work.  
 
Four Pillars Of Purpose Work: 

1. Soul-encounter technologies. 
2. Daily practice. 
3. Decreasing resistance. 
4. An interior shift (aka “purpose-pivot”). 

 
1. Soul-encounter technologies: Purpose work requires consciousness-shifting practices       

known as soul-encounter technologies. In the Purpose Octagon Process you will be            
asked to engage in practices that invite your everyday consciousness to soften (and             
sometimes temporarily dissolve) in order to allow for a communion with the part of you               
that already knows your purpose. These soul-encounter techniques allow you to journey            
beyond what the rational mind is able to discern about your deeper soul-level purpose. 

 
2. Daily Practice: Purpose work requires daily practice. You’ll need to set aside time for              

daily purpose contemplation. Exposing yourself each day to the forms and forces of             
your Soul will enable you to make a rapid transformation towards living a soul-infused              
life. Each module of the Purpose Octagon Process has assignments for you to             
complete. Additionally, you and your Purpose Guide will create “tasks” that encourage            
you to live right now what you already know about your purpose.  

 
3. Decreasing Resistance: Purpose work requires that you reduce the exterior and interior            

pressures of resistance that keep you from opening up to soul-encounters. Reducing            
the exterior forms of resistance may include: reducing screen time, excessive junk food,             
alcohol consumption, etc. Reducing your interior resistances may include working with           
your “subpersonalities”, like the Protector-Controller, Image Consultant, or the Skeptic.          
By working with your resistances you create more freedom in your life from attachments              
like these that may be keeping you on “autopilot”. 
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4. Interior Shift: Purpose work requires that you make an interior shift. This refers to              
closing the gap between what you already know to be true about your purpose and how                
you live your life. To illustrate this point: you know that telling the crystal clear truth is in                  
alignment with how you want to show up with your people and the world. But, do you                 
always tell the crystal clear truth? Perhaps not, because it may feel uncomfortable or              
create more disharmony in the short term. The “gap” is the distance between what you               
know and how you actually live. During the weeks and months ahead you will make a                
practice of intentional purpose pivots. During times when you are alone, you can             
actively disengage the monkey mind, and invite your purpose to come to the foreground. 

 
 
 
Setting The Stage 
 

Soul-making is a journey that takes time, effort, skill, knowledge, intuition and courage. 
Thomas Moore, Care Of The Soul  

 
 
Let yourself contemplate this commitment:  

For the next year of my life, I commit myself to finding and embodying my life’s purpose.  
 
But how do you approach such a commitment?  There are several important factors involved in 
increasing the chances of achieving success with this commitment. 
 
 
Acquire the following: 
1. An Effective Transformational Process. 
You’ll need potent tools of transformation to traverse the distance between where you are now               
(lack of complete clarity about your purpose) to where you want to be (deep clarity and                
embodiment of your life purpose). The Purpose Octagon Process is a 12-module set of              
practices that will get you from here to there, just as a raft gets us across the shore to the other                     
side of a river. 
 
2. A Guide. 
The second element you’ll need to successfully fulfill your commitment to living your deepest              
purpose is to find a qualified guide. The fact that you are reading these words right now                 
indicates that the Mystery has blessed you with a guide who will mentor you through the                
Purpose Octagon Process. Your certified PGI Purpose Guide™ has experienced every facet of             
the Purpose Octagon Process themselves, completed a rigorous training, and practiced with            
several clients before graduating with their credential as a Purpose Guide™. 
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3.  A Circle Of Trust. 
You’ll want the support and encouragement of at least four close friends whom you trust to be                 
there for you as you go through the next 12 months. Engaging in the Purpose Octagon Process                 
without the support of trusted friends will make the journey much harder, and is ill-advised. It’s                
important to allow yourself to be witnessed saying these words: For the next year of my life, I                  
commit myself to finding and embodying my life’s purpose. Choose at least four trusted friends               
who will help you to stay connected to your aim, for when the inevitable resistance to change                 
rears its head. 
 
 
4.  A Purpose-Based Community. 
You’ll want a community of people who are going through the same challenging process as you                
are. Your guide and circle of trust are there for you as you move through the Purpose Octagon                  
Process. But it is also advantageous to have a broader community that is going through the                
process just as you are. The Purpose Guides Institute has created a safe and secure place to                 
share your ups and downs with others who are undergoing this process. You can join this                
group only if you are actively engaged in the Purpose Octagon Process with a PGI-certified               
Purpose Guide™ or Trainee. If you’d like to join, please go to our “closed” Facebook Page just                 
for people who have taken (or are taking) the Purpose Discovery Course, simply log onto               
Facebook and type in PGI Community Page and request to join. 
 
 
5.  Psychic Space. 
You will not be able to engage in the Purpose Octagon Process without clearing a significant                
amount of space in which to allow the process to do its tidal work upon you. If you try to cram                     
the Purpose Octagon Process into an already full life, you are likely to experience diminished               
results with unsustainable impact. We don’t advise it. 
 
 
 
Module #1 Practices: 
Practice 1:1 - Morning Miracle 
How we begin our morning has a deep impact on how we move through our day. Your                 
year-long commitment to finding and embodying your purpose is well served by beginning each              
morning with a ritual that is designed to orient you towards your goal. Please refer to the                 
corresponding audio - 1:1  Morning Miracle - in the Purpose Library under “Module 1”.  
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27 minute Morning Miracle 
- 7 minutes scientific workout  
- Workout video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jru5B044HOs  
- New York Times Article:  http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/05/09/the-scientific-7-minute-workout/?_r=0  
- 3 minutes pranayama 
- Intro https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvdiMjSgItg  
- Slow and easy - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtAqiVJn9BA 
- 3 minutes of gratitude - 3 things you feel gratitude for.  
- Gratitude Article: 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/amymorin/2014/11/23/7-scientifically-proven-benefits-of-gratitude-that-will-motiv
ate-you-to-give-thanks-year-round/#405638a16800  

- 3 minutes of asking for help - ask Mystery for support with three challenges in your life (include 
your desire for discovering your purpose) 

- 1 minute of blessings - include: 1.  Self,  2. Significant Others,  3.  People you work with,  4. World. 
- 10 minute meditation - Evolution’s Purpose (or one of the alternate meditations.) 
- = 27 minutes total 

 
 
The soul might be cared for better through our developing a deep life of ritual rather than through many 
years of counseling for personal behavior and relationships.  It is helpful to know that all work with soul is 
process - alchemy, pilgrimage, and adventure - so that we don’t expect instant success or even any kind 
of finality.    -    Thomas Moore,Care Of The Soul  

 
 

Practice 1:2 - Purpose Altar 
You will find great merit in bringing your commitment to find your purpose into your physical                
home. An altar is a sacred space where you can take refuge momentarily from the busyness of                 
life, to abide in your intention for this year: to live in accordance with your soul’s deepest desire.                  
Please refer to the corresponding audio - 1:2 Purpose Altar - in the Purpose Library under                
“Module 1”.   
 

Purpose Altar:  

1.  Clear a space  

2.  Choose a Theme  - In this case the subject of the altar is Purpose. 

3.  Select objects   Example of Jonathan’s Altar (see picture below):  My altar is an 
evolving and living force in my home.  Some of the objects that have been a part of 
my altar include photos of my ancestors and teachers, candles, spiritual books, 
poems, framed quotes, elements of nature, a bell, incense, pictures of purpose 
exemplars,(e.g., Jane Goodall, Gandhi, Thoreau, Harriet Tubman), plants/flowers.  

4. Bless your altar - conduct a ritual/ceremony to invest your altar with your intention.  Take a 
picture of your altar and share it with your guide, Circle of Trust and the Facebook page. 
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Practice 1:3 - Circle Of Trust 

Before the next meeting with your guide, invite at least four friends to join your Circle Of Trust. 
You may use and edit this letter anyway you wish. 
 
Dear Friends, 
I want to share with you something I am doing and then invite your support for this endeavor. I have                    
started a course called Discover Your Purpose. In this course I will work with my Purpose Guide to find                   
and then start to embody my soul’s deepest purpose. I am ready to step beyond my current default                  
purposes of safety, security, comfort, material success, etc., as they show up in my life in ways that hold                   
me and my greatest gifts back. Though these things are still necessary and important to me, I want to live                    
deeper, to “...suck out all the marrow of life,” as Thoreau put it, and more fully experience life from a place                     
of my true purpose, the gift of service that I am born to offer this world.  

The request: Periodically, through the next few months of the course and then about nine months                  
after graduating the course (for a period of 12 months total), I’ll be asked by my Purpose Guide to                   
convene Circle Of Trust Meetings to share updates about where I am on the purpose journey, in which I                   
will be asking you to hold my experiences (rather than offer feedback or assessments). These meetings                
will happen via Zoom, Skype, or conference call 4 times for over about 3 months, and then 2 more times                    
in the subsequent 9 months. So, the commitment (on your part) is: joining me for 6 Circle of Trust                   
meetings (90 minutes each) over the course of one year.  This week, I’m asking two things of you: 

 
One: Would you be willing to be a part of my four-person Circle of Trust? As part of this intimate                    
circle, I’d expect you to meet with this group 6 times during the next 12 months, to be true and                    
brave as you hold my experiences, and to encourage me when I meet with my own resistance                 
and become discouraged. 
Two: If the answer to the first request is “yes”, my second request is this: Kindly read my                  
commitment to myself here: “For the next year of my life, I commit myself to finding and                 
embodying my life’s purpose.” Please write back and inform me, in any way that feels natural                 
and easy for you, that you will stand as a witness to my commitment to discover and embody my                   
life purpose and are willing and able to offer support and encouragement. 

 
I am not asking you to “drink the purpose koolaid,” for you to be part of my Circle Of Trust. However, you                      
need to at least be open to the possibility that every human being has a purpose, a mythopoetic identity, a                    
symbol or an image at their core that is the foundation of their deepest work in their world. What I am                     
needing is not your doubt about my entering this process (as I have already committed myself to it), but                   
rather to have you join as a cheerleader and ally as I run this marathon. As the course unfolds and we                     
prepare to meet for our first Circle of Trust council, I’ll forward you a link to a recording that will explain                     
exactly how a Circle of Trust council works. So you need not presently be concerned about how to be a                    
part of this council. In fact, the teacher who coined the term wrote, “A Circle Of Trust has no agenda                    
except to help people listen to their own souls and discern their own truth.” Thank you for your                  
consideration. 
 
Your Friend, 
John/Jane Doe. 
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Now copy the text above (editing it as you see fit) and send it to at least four friends. Don’t delay.                      
Because your Circle will have 4-8 of your friends, you are encouraged to ask significantly more than 4                  
friends to join, because some will be unable or unwilling to join your Circle. 
 
 
Practice 1:4 - Evolution's Purpose (Audio) 
At least once this week listen to the audio Evolution’s Purpose.  
 
Thank you for daring to consider that a human being may have a soul-level purpose.  Thank you 
for courageously diving into depths of human aliveness that perhaps few of your immediate 
friends are accessing.  May this course and community benefit you, your family/friends, and all 
life on this precious planet. 

 
Writing Assignments  
The purpose of the writing assignments is to deepen your own understanding of how the 
practices are unfolding in your life, as well as communicating/sharing your experience with your 
Purpose Guide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+ +   Module #1 Assignment Summary  +     + 
 
Module #1 - Writing Assignments 
- Write at least one paragraph about your experience engaging each of the practices: 1:1, 1:2, 
1:3, and 1:4.  
 
- Email your writing to your Purpose Guide (or Mentor) before your meeting for Module #2. 
 
Circle of Trust - sending the invitation letter to friends. 
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